


In the preamble to its 13-point statement of principles, the group characterized its mission as an
effort to “catalyze an American renewal and to either reimagine a party dedicated to our founding
ideals or else hasten the creation of such an alternative. We call for a rebirth of the American
cause and do so in partnership and loyal competition with others committed to the preservation
of our Union.”
There followed its pledge to be guided by the principles of democracy, founding ideals,
Constitutional order, truth, rule of law, ethical government, pluralism, civic responsibility,
opportunity, free speech, conservation, common defense & welfare, and leadership.
Noble goals all, but the singular most critical objective of all is missing: Prying the fingers of
former president Donald Trump from the throat of the Republican Party.
The manifesto never mentions Trump, but his presence looms large throughout the document,
with such rhetoric as: “We recognize truth and reason as essential to a free and just society and
expect our leaders, citizens and press to seek and promote them. We oppose the employment of
fear mongering, conspiracism, and falsehoods and instead support evidence-based policymaking
and honest discourse.”
Similar language crops up regularly throughout the manifesto and there is no attempt at
disguising the target of its wrath.
With each passing day since Joe Biden entered the White House in January, Trump has
tightened his stranglehold on the party, highlighted by its Congressional leadership bowing to his
demand that Wyoming Congresswoman Liz Cheney be expelled from her role as chair of the
party conference in retaliation for refuting his claims of election fraud.
Trump has marginalized those in the party who were convinced that following his defeat he would
retire to his Mar-A-Lago resort and weigh in periodically on politics and party affairs. He turned
their beliefs into wishful thinking.
The constant stream of members of Congress, candidates and others seeking his support has
solidified his role as the face of the party.
His suspension from social media sites Facebook and Twitter, for instance, hasn’t hampered his
public omnipresence or his ability to draw outsized media attention.
He’s weighed in on all manner of policy and issues and the performance of his successor while
critiquing in his trademark personal terms the shortcomings and flaws of those who oppose him.
Above all other considerations, though, Trump has become increasingly strident in his insistence
that massive voter fraud led to his defeat. Supportive evidence is non-existent and dozens of
legal challenges have all failed but more than 60 percent of self-identified Republicans agree with
his contention.
His characterization of the Jan. 6 assault on the U. S. Capitol as a largely peaceful demonstration
protesting the election outcome has been taken up by a few Congressional Republicans willing to
exceed the boundaries of human understanding.
It is, however, testimony to the power Trump has asserted over the party. He’s its most dominant
figure whose favor is sought eagerly by leadership and who remains a favorite of many
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Unless the American Renewal group can break that hold, it will go the way of other third party 

https://www.facebook.com/JanByrn
https://www.facebook.com/JanByrn
https://www.cagle.com/carl-golden/2021/05/republicans-hoping-to-ditch-trump-are-forgetting-something?fb_comment_id=3996707213728839_3997425566990337
https://developers.facebook.com/products/social-plugins/comments/?utm_campaign=social_plugins&utm_medium=offsite_pages&utm_source=comments_plugin
https://www.facebook.com/dasha.gribova



